
Asynchronous 

Diagnostic Marking

Aiming to guide all students to achieve A grade work in five 

easy steps (and two tricky ones). 



Aims

• To focus on student response to marking: marking that is for students, not 
for parents (or observers). 

• To guide students to redraft writing or analysis 3-5 times or more in order so 
they achieve an A grade standard. 

• To do so in a manner that is sustainable, useful and worthwhile. 



Step 1: Decide on the task

• Task needs to have a purpose recognised (or recognisable) to the student. 

• Task needs to relate to externally verifiable criteria, perhaps linked to a 

summative assessment. 

• Task should be supported by classwork and modelling. 



Step 2: Create the task

• Begin with the criteria: devise a differentiated rubric for that class, with the highest 

grade criteria (with High Performance Learning characteristics) as the top band. 

• Write clear instructions. Make them step-by-step if  necessary. Include exemplars, if  

useful.   

• Decide on the format for student to pick up (next slide). 



Step 2: Creating the Google Doc

• The dream method: Student picks up a centralised word document, renames it under their name, 
and uploads and coverts via google documents. 

• The idea method: You create master word document. Using F12 you batch-save a series of  
documents with numbers (each number relating to a spreadsheet number from your Workbook).

You then upload these files to Google docs, converting them to the Google Doc file format 
automatically. 

Downloading Google Drive, you then copy the folder with the Google Doc links to a shared area 
where the students can pick these up. 



Step 3: Students work on the task

• Students respond to task by creating, or editing, text. 

• When they have finished, they have to write a comment relating to which category 

they would place themselves in, and why. Grading is avoided – criteria is everything. 

• Students can use various formatting methods to complete the task. 



Step 4: Students send the task to the teacher

• Simply by commenting, an email notification is sent to the teacher. 

• This email contains a direct link to the document worked on by the student. 

• The student or teacher can add a parent’s email address to the document to 

add support, or at the very least the notion of  observation. 



Step 5: Teacher responds to the task with 

diagnostic feedback

• Using highlighting and bold/italic/apt formatting, the teacher provides specific 
diagnostic feedback for the student to attempt. 

• Copies of  sentences or paragraphs can be made for students to work upon below, 
or students can work directly on the original. 

• The teacher should, at this point, reply to the student’s comment in order to send 
back a notification. 



Step 6: Student responds to diagnostic feedback 

with a redraft

• This is the key point, the student must respond to the diagnostic feedback 

with a redraft. A major benefit of  using Google docs is that it allows easy 

redrafting: the student should see the drafting process as ‘marginal gains’ 

rather than ‘complete overhaul’. 

• When the redraft has been completed, the student responds with a comment. 

See the next slide for the nature of  these comments: 



Repeating steps 5 and 6: 

Suggested Types of  Comment Required

• As students respond to redrafts, their comments can range from the 

following: 

Type of  Drafting Suggested Comment Required

Restructuring a sentence for grammar or effect Comment on what was wrong, or effect created

Adding a type of  analysis (contrast/consequence) Comment on category achieved 

Adjusting vocabulary for effect Comment relating to both category and effect

Editing into paragraphs Comment relating to both category and effect

Editing personal insight Comment relating to both category and effect

Editing whole-text structure Comment relating to both category and effect



Step 7: Finalising

• It is up to the students (and, to an extent, their parents) as to when they have 
finished redrafting their work. They should have at least achieved a category 
1, with the ideal intention that they have either secured the category or 
moved beyond it.

• Any work improved to a category 1 (A grade) should be published in a wider 
forum, either on a blog and/or as a hardcopy on a display. From this, 
students can interact with the final version with post-it notes and more. 
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